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The dictionary definition is, verb or noun: to set again or differently. Example: “To reset the 

alarm, depress the reset button.” The title of this post is used all the time. What does it mean? 

Let’s turn to The Committee.   

Q: Esteemed Committee, this term is popular I believe, I’ve seen it used in a few places 

referring to money and banking among other things. What do people using the phrase mean 

and within that meaning, is a great financial reset going to occur? 

C:  Several things are meant and understood. As you ask, the banking system and value of 

money are one interpretation but also a reset of human society is understood by others. 

Bear in mind always, money reflects human society, a reset of uses, the value and purpose of 

money but a piece. 

To think of a great reset to finances, money and commerce without considering the great reset 

of human society is not recommended.  

Q: Let’s take the broader view, a reset of human society. Is this going to happen? 

C: It is happening now. How fast would you like it to occur? 

Q: Not very fast, because humans overall dislike change that does not feel like a benefit. 

Can you give us an example? 

C: The national election of two years ago in the USA. For many participants and observers, 

the change in US presidents felt like more than a benefit, more like an escape. Today such 

people at best feel conflicted, but in most cases are disappointed. Promises which seemed so 

good, have not happened. Too many important things have turned negative. This is an example 

of quick change leading to leisurely repentance.  

Q: Can we accurately say The Great Reset is The Shift, which you have mentioned many 

times? 

C: Yes, that would be accurate.  

Q: What do the Great Resetters want when using the term if they like it and what do the 

dislikers mean, people who believe The Great Reset is negative? 

C: S/he who favors a reset hopes for greater personal advantage coming as part of greater 

advantage for the majority. The dislikers fear an increase in manipulation, control wielded 

against their preferences, generating more power and control for the masters of the reset. 

Q: The Shift, as y’all have often explained, means geophysical events and human attitude 

effects which follow, caused by those events. Why or how are the Great Resetters aware or not 

aware? 

C: This depends who you mean, the fearful see a pattern which will develop into a break, 

rupture, metamorphosis or restructuring of finance. The hopeful see what most humans always 

wish, more purchasing power for themselves; a combination of higher income and lower prices. 

 



Q: Pursuit of more for myself is the foundation of an economy, even if no money exists. 

Basic barter works the same way, as does investment banking at its most complicated. Are the 

hopeful resetters just naïve?  

C: In many ways, yes. Too many. Money is a topic we have explained often, nothing more 

and nothing less than a system of vouchers based on faith, on belief. To want more vouchers 

means little, and over time nearly nothing. What the resetters want are more goods and 

services, which can be produced with or without money. Just as communication can be 

achieved with or without words, yet few humans, very few, believe wordless communication 

exists or is possible. 

Q: Well, we’re violating that hope now, using words to transmit your messages! I have 

heard that a great reset means new money to replace what exists. 

C: There exist how many national or regional currencies now? Replacing them with just 

one or even a new set of as many currencies now used, achieves nothing if human behavior 

remains the same. The reset is a change in attitude, based on a change in ideas and changed 

behavior which follows. 

Q: Back to that nasty change thing few of us like. 

C: Humans adore change which brings about an increase in personal preferences. You 

remember a recent US President who campaigned with the slogan Hope & Change? 

Q: Sure do, and I didn’t like it. I would have preferred a slogan of Improvement & Strategy 

but politicians push emotions, not results. Just what voters the world over prefer. Can you give 

us a few examples of how financial changes will come about? 

C: When the cost of fuel becomes prohibitively high for most transportation now 

undertaken for commerce, painful price inflation will ensue. The first oil shock, as it has been 

named, has come and now slowly rides the downslope. The increase in money supplies 

worldwide have fueled price inflation caused by relatively lower production of crude oil and 

derived products. 

Q: The money supply increases in US dollars began during the Trump Administration, so 

could the 45th US President be blamed? 

C: No; no national leader could be, as none control the central banks which create the 

money.  

Q: So why did inflation not take hold when Trump was in office? 

C: Scarcity of goods and services did not develop. Your fellow humans engineered the 

coronavirus and panic, as a means to set off scarcity, thus inflation.  

Q: Who benefits from inflation? 

C: People with money in excess of what is needed to satisfy needs, but such people are 

mere casual beneficiaries. As we have said before, the true manipulators seek not money, they 

already have so much compared to the typical billionaire, that money means nothing. They 

seek greater control, and have achieved it. 

Q: What’s going to happen when the price of crude oil shoots up again, even higher? 

 



C: The same pattern which has unfolded recently and now, but more severe in scope and 

reach.  

Q: Did the powers-that-choose who decided to destroy the Nord Stream pipeline 

understand the effects on Europe? 

C: Yes, there are no new bad effects coming. The pipeline was not operating, it was 

intended to supply increasing future demand, and allow Russia even greater leverage. The gas 

can be turned off anytime. To suggest that Russia destroyed its own pipeline should explain 

this; the effort and investment needed are unnecessary if simple control over Europe is 

intended.  

Q: The cost of fuel, natural gas and everything else extracted from an underground well, 

are much higher than two years ago. Who is responsible? 

C: The HCPs, of course. Much effort is put forth to identify the politicians, who are just 

pawns and employees, many of whom unaware that their masters would dispose of them like 

trash, and have. And will. 

Q: Such as Boris Johnson? 

C: Among others yes, and also the current US president in theory. 

Q: Why call Biden “president in theory”? 

C: He makes no presidential level decisions.  

Q: Recent reports say the new British PM is in political trouble. Is she being tossed away 

also? 

C: Manipulated. Whether PM Truss is thrown out will be seen, but it does not matter if she 

stays or goes. Many interests in the United Kingdom are at odds and all are frustrated. The new 

king is also under far more pressure than would be expected, given his many years long 

proclivity to wander into matters of public policy added to his concern for the appearance of 

stability. If he appears to opine about public policy regarding taxation and other matters, this 

will be used to the advantage of certain interests and the detriment of others, but always to 

benefit the HCPs. These masters are behind the scenes hedgers, they operate with well 

lubricated reversing wheels; it matters not which way the pendulum of an economy swings, the 

oscillating weights will always turn their gears in their own favor. 

Q: Will there be a new round of money printing even more vigorous than what has occurred 

over the recent coronavirus pandemic? 

C: Yes, but we hesitate to say vigorous, which is a very relative term. The USA is attempting 

to shrink the money supply with higher interest rates, which has made mortgages more than 

twice as expensive as they were barely more than a year ago. Doing so, a well-studied and well 

understood economic effect, risks provoking a long shrink or economic recession.  

Q: What if most people refused to close businesses when the coronavirus pandemic set in? 

Economic activity mostly kept up? 

C: This was never going to happen, too many people listen to and then obey political 

leaders. This habit, custom & practice are the sharpest arrow in the quiver of the HCPs.  

 



Q: How can people learn to doubt political leaders? 

C: By not creating them, but as humans like to say, that ship has sailed and it is too late to 

board now. 

Q: It is also socially difficult not to take sides, to be critical of the political process overall. To 

doubt the political process is implicitly understood by most people as a criticism of society itself 

and also a personal criticism of the people who support the one side or the other. To shoot down 

a Demublican provokes the reaction that you support the Republicrats, and vice versa. Is this a 

symptom of the problem? 

C:  Partially, but the greater goal, well achieved we must add, is to make the topic 

distasteful and even unpleasant for many people, or to distract them to the point of deep 

disinterest. Such disinterested people are the best performers in the game, because they vote 

superficially or abstain from participating. Either way such people feed the objectives of the 

HCPs, who carefully construct a series of rewards for all sides of the political spectrum.    

Q: Much smaller governments will solve this situation. 

C: And so shall mankind have this solution, but not before governments are squashed by 

the circumstances and the indoctrinated voters who will demand that governments perform 

even when it is obvious to everyone they cannot.  

Q: Thank you, Esteemed Committee. 

C: Our honor and pleasure, as always. 

 

     


